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Versatile and customizable,

Collective Office is perfectly 

composed offering symmetric 

or asymmetric configurations.

Modular components support a

broad range of work wall layouts

including freestanding or wall-

supported solutions. Precise

form, refined details, floating

elements and exquisite materials

enhance the architectural 

aesthetic and convey prestige.
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Sophisticated form and func-

tionality are equally integrated.

User-friendly features include

conference and computer-

oriented desk shapes, activity

zones, integrated lighting

details, creative work wall com-

positions, and concealed wire

management solutions. Refined

aluminum work tools are easily

adjustable and stow frequently

used items within reach.
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Asymmetric compositions elegantly

integrate functionality into a com-

pact footprint. Overheads and

shelves accentuated atop spacers

combine with piling niches to create

dimensional interest and maximize

storage. Classic or contemporary

aesthetics are supported by finish

and material options as well as two

base options, footed or plinth.

Solara Guest seating perfectly com-

plements Collective Office settings. 
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A place for everything in your

office. Collective Office features

pedestals for work tools,

worksurface towers with divided

spaces, towers with front or

side access equipment areas,

and bookcases that integrate

with workwalls. Supporting

organization and a fluid work

process, these innovative 

storage solutions make any

work day easier.





1) Access Kneespace: The

optional access kneespace

panel conceals unsightly cords,

cables and power/communica-

tion sources while providing

easy access.

• A hinged upper panel provides

access to building power and

communication sources located

on the wall.
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Technology & Wire Management

• With the hinged panel open,

wire routing and connections are

also easily made inside the

access kneespace panel and end

ports allow pass through into

adjacent equipment storage units. 

• Available with either a factory

installed, modular power system

or non-powered option.

2) Drop Space: A continuous 1

1/4" space along the back edge

of all workwall tops lets plugs

and cables drop into the access

kneespace panel.

3) Wire Management:

Undermount channels beneath

bridges and run-off desks serve

as a wire pathway between

desk units and power/communi-

cation sources inside the access

kneespace panel.

4) Desk Access Pedestal: Single

pedestal desks offer an access

pedestal at the end adjoining

the bridge. This unit  features

grommet openings and an

access door, and can be fitted

with customer supplied power

strips to augment desk power

sources. 

5) Task light: Integrated pass-

thru openings and space behind

the wall panels allow easy

installation and wire manage-

ment of task lights.

6) Top Grommets: Double and

single pedestal desks and

bridges feature a silver, top

grommet option to bring wires

from the work top directly into

an undermount channel or

access pedestal.
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Wire pathways within the

workstation components allow

the smooth organization of

power and data cables, with

flip doors that provide easy

access. Cord drops on the

work surface are cleanly

ensconced in silver grommets.

The mobile CPU pedestal is

designed with a removeable

back panel for access to con-

nections that also keep wires

neat and elevated.

Current in all the word

implies, like a well-hidden

superhighway, Collective

Office's wire management

solutions are fully integrated

into a finely detailed design.

Power distribution modules

and data connections are art-

fully concealed, easily accesi-

ble, and thoughtfully placed,

accommodating a full array of

power and data tools. The

result isn't just high tech. It's

high design tech.
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